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Introduction; 

The goddess Shentyt is considered one of the ancient Egyptian goddess that wasn’t known greatly 

in the community of the Egyptian gods, the subject of this research is aiming to uncover the titles 

and expressions that are relevant to the goddess and trying to explain them and show their 

importance throughout the history till the end of the Greek and the Romanian ages, the titles were 

shown with the intention of finding a clear explanation to those titles and linguistic expressions 

from the perspective of the ancient Egyptian beliefs which were mentioned through the resources 

and the monumental evidences to show it’s touched and significant role in the ancient Egyptian 

civilization. 

It is worth pointing to the debate that is still existing about the origin of deriving the word 

Shentyt, from 2 scripts at Dandara temple she was written as (Sntyt Sn i3wt n dmD) Shentyt that 

surrounds the hills , (Sntyt Sn i3wt n t3) Shentyt that surrounds the earth’s hills, those two scripts 

confirm that the name was derived from the verb Sni which means surround, but Sn also means 

protect by surrounding, also Sni means suffers so it means the one who suffers, so she is an image 

of the goddess Isis and her grief over her lost husband Osiris , so the name Shentyt is a simple 

general name describes a widow. 
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